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The 'New Age Encyclopaedia' describes Jose y Lucientes Francisco 
de Goya (1746-1828) as 'one ofthe greatest of all artists, w h o was 
prodigiously productive and had an astonishing range, depth, and 
versatility of expression' (1983 vol. 13 p.52). His extreme 
sensibilities towards hard, harrowing and stressful scenes as well as 
his 'feelings of disgust and protest at human shallowness, cruelty 
and folly' (Encyclopaedia, vol.13 p.53) were the main foundations 
this writing relies on. 
A gap of more than two hundred years since Goya's time until now 
may only reveal that nothing has changed on the subjects of human 
shallowness, stupidity and false beliefs. Nowadays, as it was in the 
18th or 19th century, war themes, brutalities, scenes of atrocities and 
torture presented through visual art and media are still hovering 
around us, leaving many unanswered questions. The author's 
personal views, thoughts and conclusions are offered as possible 
answers for some of these questions. Observations about Goya's 
masterworks, as well as the strong reflections from his professional 
practice m a y help to explain the differences between his great 
achievements in the art serial named Disasters of War and the 
similar efforts, themes and feelings exposed by early German 
Expressionists one hundred years later. Some of these reflections 
from the Disasters of War have been identified in both the author's 
writing and art works. 
The thesis itself, involves some psychological and philosophical 
aspects and thoughts about fear as the main mover in the so called 
negative aesthetic. This specific method of self-expression, its 
possible triggers and the reasons that m a y initiate art creation on the 
basis of pessimistic and ugly imagery have not been discussed to a 
great degree in the past. 
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Generally, the content of this writing is focused on the fictitious 
correspondence between two engravers and printmakers. These 
invented letters serve as an expose for practical findings and 
thoughts about the author's works executed during the period 2005-
2006. 
Fragments presented here about Masters such as Goya, Otto Dix, 
M a x Ernst, Francis Bacon etc. contain facts from their biographies. 
Their achievements and the reasons they chose 'hard imagery' as the 
main foundation for their art have been explained and provided on 
the base ofthe author's personal affinities towards similar themes. 
This thesis is proposing the idea that an artist w h o is personally 
capable to understand, to define, finally, to explain and justify all 
possible aspects of his o w n existence in art, m a y understand all 
possible aspects of 'self which exists not only in visual art but, 
more widely, in all sorts of people's creative activities1. 
Another important issue placed into the thesis is the adaptable style 
of method which the author uses when analysing thoughts, doubts 
and concerns of other artists. In this way he is washing his o w n soul, 
trying to get rid of his o w n dilemmas, fears, nightmares, sub-
questions and lasting influences from his o w n experience of wartime 
and the closeness of death. However, negative phenomena such as 
pain, cruelty, abuse, agony, punishment or sadism were not taken as 
inspiration for this writing. 
1
 The author was fully engaged working as a humanitarian during the war crisis 1991-
2000 in his former country (Yugoslavia and its former republics Croatia, Bosnia and 
Serbia). 
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INTRODUCTION 
'Goya ha escogido, como asuntos proporcionados para su obra, entre 
la multitud de extravagancias y desaciertos que son comunes en 
toda sociedad civil, y, entre las preocupaciones y embustes vulgares, 
autorizados por la costumbre, la ignorancia o el interes, aquellos que 
ha creido mas aptos para suministrar materia para el ridiculo y 
exercitar al mismo tiempo la fantasia del artifice' 
Alfonso E. Perez Sanchez, Diretore, Museo del Prado, Madrid 
(Goya has chosen, as worthy subjects for his art, the multitude of 
follies and blunders c o m m o n to every civil society, and the vulgar 
concerns and lies, authorized by custom, ignorance, or self-interest, 
those he believed the most apposite to supply material for ridicule 
and at the same time to exercise the artist's fantasy) 
Alfonso E. Perez Sanchez, Director, Museum of Prado, Madrid 
The 'New Age Encyclopaedia' describes Jose y Lucientes Francisco 
de Goya (1746-1828) as 'one ofthe greatest of all artists, who was 
prodigiously productive and had an astonishing range, depth, and 
versatility of expression' (1983 vol. 13 p.52). His extreme 
sensibilities towards hard, harrowing and stressful scenes as well as 
his 'feelings of disgust and protest at human shallowness, cruelty 
and folly' (Encyclopaedia, vol.13 p.53) were the main foundations 
this writing relies on. 
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A gap of more than two hundred years since Goya's time until now 
may only reveal that nothing has changed on the subjects of human 
shallowness, stupidity and false beliefs. Nowadays, as it was in the 
18th or 19th century, war themes, brutalities, scenes of atrocities and 
torture presented through visual art and media are still hovering 
around us, leaving many unanswered questions. The author's 
personal views, thoughts and conclusions are offered as possible 
answers for some of these questions. Observations about Goya's 
masterworks, as well as the strong reflections from his professional 
practice m a y help to explain the differences between his great 
achievements in the art serial named Disasters of War and the 
similar efforts, themes and feelings exposed by early German 
Expressionists one hundred years later. Some of these reflections 
from the Disasters of War have been identified in both the author's 
writing and art works. 
The thesis itself involves some psychological and philosophical 
aspects and thoughts about fear as the main mover in the so called 
negative aesthetic. This specific method of self-expression, its 
possible triggers and the reasons that may initiate art creation on the 
basis of pessimistic and ugly imagery have not been discussed to a 
great degree in the past. 
Generally, the content of this writing is focused on the fictitious 
correspondence between two engravers and printmakers. These 
invented letters serve as an expose for practical findings and 
thoughts about the author's works executed during the period 2005-
2006. 
Fragments presented here about Masters such as Goya, Otto Dix, 
M a x Ernst, Francis Bacon etc. contain facts from their biographies. 
Their achievements and the reasons they chose 'hard imagery' as the 
main foundation for their art have been explained and provided on 
the base ofthe author's personal affinities towards similar themes. 
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This thesis is proposing the idea that an artist who is personally 
capable to understand, to define, finally, to explain and justify all 
possible aspects of his o w n existence in art, may understand all 
possible aspects of 'self which exists not only in visual art but, 
more widely, in all sorts of people's creative activities2. 
Another important issue placed into the thesis is the adaptable style 
of method which the author uses when analysing thoughts, doubts 
and concerns of other artists. In this way he is washing his o w n soul, 
trying to get rid of his o w n dilemmas, fears, nightmares, sub-
questions and lasting influences from his o w n experience of wartime 
and the closeness of death. However, negative phenomena such as 
pain, cruelty, abuse, agony, punishment or sadism were not taken as 
inspiration for this writing. 
t" "* 
' 1 
The author was fully engaged working as a humanitarian during the war crisis 1991-
2000 in his former country (Yugoslavia and its former republics Croatia, Bosnia and 
Serbia). 
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HAPTER 
1 
And I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven, 
having the everlasting gospel to preach unto them 
that dwell on the earth, and to every nation, 
and kindred, and tongue, and people. 
REVELATIONS 
14:6-7 
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lint Letter to Jose Frandsco y Ludentes de Goya 
Date: 10. February 2005. 
Ballarat, Victoria, AUSTRALIA 
M y Noble Maestro, 
I never thought that it might be possible addressing a letter to You. In 
m y mind, You were always so untouchable, so gigantic. Since I was a 
young student until now, I was considering You as one of the greatest 
artist ever. 
Suddenly, I have a chance to enter Your life by addressing this fictitious 
correspondence to no one but You and to a few fellow artists who were 
curious enough to join our unpredictable journey. Actually, I did not 
know that was possible to go so far back through time and have a 
meeting with somebody who died centuries ago. I did not imagine that 
it would be so simple asking questions and most surprisingly, receiving 
answers from You. It seems that everything is possible in the World of 
Art. Right now, while reading these lines, You are probably asking 
Yourself why I am doing such things and how it is possible for 
somebody to interfere in Your life, staying openly and selfishly 
protected and secured by time and space? Indeed, it was not so simple 
finding a proper reason for that, even knowing that You were always 
very curious about everything coming from art and artists' lives. 
However, I have decided to write and send these letters without 
knowing what Your response will be. In the main, through m y letters I 
will try to observe some of m y latest findings coming from what I have 
experienced in printing, engraving and drawing, including some 
innovations that I have applied in the methodology of printing. But 
before entering that matter, I will give You additional explanations 
about the reasons I have accepted as the most provocative in terms of 
defining m y own path through the labyrinths of contemporary art. In 
addition, I should try to do something more important, m y Great 
Teacher. Basically, m y idea was to find a possible connection between 
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Your Art, early Expressionism in Germany and what I a m about to do 
as a final version of m y written research and visual, practical 
exploration of so named negative themes in art. Because of those 
'negative' themes I have to rely on You, Your Art and the significant 
influences of Your Art found among other artists, especially the 
German expressionist Otto Dix and surrealist M a x Ernst, who emerged 
at the beginning ofthe twentieth century. 
Post Scriptum 
I should stop writing now, Master. The next letter is going to be more 
complex and defined by m y personal thoughts and judgments about 
Your work. Analytical writing is the most proper, if not the only way, 
of passing on the huge 'Legacy of Your Art', so, the entire best Master. 
Sincerely Yours, Emil Milos 
M 
Second Letter to Jose Irancisco y Ludentes de Goyo 
Date: 21. June 2005. 
Ballarat, Victoria, AUSTRALIA 
M y Master, 
The most unusual, inner feelings that I ever had were feelings initiated 
by Your Imagination. Those very strange feelings besieged m e when I 
first saw Your aquatints and drawings. I am still considering those 
feelings as the most powerful and the most important spiritual, and 
visual experience I have ever had in m y life. Thanks to Your works, m y 
soul was suddenly fulfilled and overflowed with, I would say, kind of 
immediate aesthetic pleasure and joy. From then, all those years You 
were m y supporter, the only one to w h o m I am still addressing m y 
questions and doubts. 
1. Initiation 
Everything began in Belgrade in 1998, while I was looking at Your 
prints and drawings for 'Shooting' displayed at the Gallery of Academy 
of Science and Art. I only knew that that particular shooting happened 
on 3rd of M a y 1808 during the French occupation of Spain also known 
as the Peninsular War 1808-1814. French troops and soldiers were 
extremely brutal against men, women and children. W h e n the original 
shooting happened, You were already deaf, 'struck down as a result of a 
severe illness towards the end of 1792' (Harris 1969 p. 10). For years, 
You were witnessing hangings, rapes and slaughtering ofthe innocents. 
Most likely, You were shocked, petrified, frightened and on top of that, 
surrounded by silence. 'Silence is what Salman Rushdie in Midnight's 
Children, called the hole in m y heart' (Makiya, 1993 p.324). That hole 
in Your heart, m y Master, was filled with horrifying images of War. 
When I saw Your works I was stunned. For a few days I could not eat, I 
could not sleep. But suddenly, I understood all: the real meanings of 
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hidden symbols, the differences between 'positive' and 'negative' in art 
and many other indescribably important things coming from Your 
Legacy. As You know, Teacher, through visual media 'we are 
accustomed to witnessing the action of an event, fictional or actual, by 
means of illusions of movement composed of numerous images 
projected rapidly before us' (Heller, 1992 p.9). Some of those captured 
events are so powerful, such strong visual projections that w e cannot 
avoid the massive psychological impact they may cause. 
2. Psychological aspect 
Psychology considers image, captured action, or some captured event as 
a kind of unconditioned stimulus that can produce a conditioned 
response. According to Gage and Berliner we may consider 'the 
unconditioned stimulus-response linkage to be operating whenever a 
stimulus elicits a visceral or emotional reaction such as fear, anger, 
vomiting, revulsion; or joy, pleasure, happiness, and ecstasy' (1984, 
p.255). Pairing the conditioned stimulus the same authors have 
concluded that 'a previously neutral stimulus, with the unconditioned 
stimulus results in the development of a conditioned response (such as 
fear or joy) to that conditioned stimulus' (Gage and Berliner, 1984, 
p.255). 
3. Transferable fear 
What surprised me the most after seeing Your drawings for 'Shooting', 
were the eyes of the m a n in the white shirt, who was standing in the 
middle of that dreadful scene. You were trying to depict his insolence 
or his bravery. 
Then, I understood that You have depicted fear instead of bravery. But 
that fear was not his fear, it was actually Your own fear, because You 
were frightened by Death more than him. You were the one scared to 
the bones. 
When You tried to recall and draw what You have seen previously, fear 
came from inside of You, going straight to the eyes of that poor, 'ready 
to pass away' man, staying stuck in his pupils for ever. 
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That was Your conditioned response to the event by which Your mind, 
body and soul have been affected so deeply. 
In my art, I could say, from the very beginning I was strongly devoted 
to shocking themes. For years, I was wondering what kind of inner 
power is forcing m e to do so. Recently, I have found the closest answer 
in the words of Fred Inglis 'Memory works with what happened; 
imagination works with what might have happened. The two together 
are what w e think with, and what w e think about' (1990 p. 183) 
4. Formation of negative and positive in art 
Long before War happened in my former country, I began drawing and 
engraving strange, anatomically deformed bodies with the interior 
organs that could be seen as if they were radiographed. Only now I can 
understand the whole range of internal and external forces that affected 
m y works so intensely. 
I lived surrounded with uncertainty, poverty, social injustice, (I have 
been arrested, jailed and beaten several times as a student); in one word, 
it was existentialism on the basis of every day survival where the main 
producers of m y fears were m y stimulus and the main movers of m y 
ideas also. 
I was constantly afraid of dying and the only way to keep myself away 
from the rough reality was to create m y very own world made of 
strange, phantasmagorical visions as substitute for every day life. 
5. Psychotic fantasy 
Sometimes, one psychotic image or scene may say more than a 
thousand pages full of words and phrases; as it is in Your Art Maestro. 
It is all about inner feelings that might be caused or provoked by a 
particular sort of imagery. 
Those psychotic images may have greater influence on a viewer's mind 
than 'positive images'. 'Positive images' means that they are not harmful, 
that they are well known to us, that they are coming from every-day 
life. 
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Hard, psychotic or negative images may stay in our memory much 
longer, forcing us to remember. 'Psychotic fantasy, however, is circular; 
there is no way out ofthe story back into real life' (Fred Inglis, 1990 
p. 152). W e recall such images a long time after seeing them. That is 
exactly what I was trying to catch and keep as the main matter in m y 
own art also. 
However, it is not only a matter of fantasy. We may place some 
parallels between processes of recalling and experiencing using as an 
exemplar what happened to Kanan Makiya who, with many other 
intellectuals, experienced torture and all bitterness of affliction. In his 
book of memories, thinking about what he was experiencing, Makiya 
wrote 'A person runs the danger of turning bitter, of being sickened to 
the point of wanting to withdraw from the way the world is. Sometimes, 
however, a single extraordinary image can bring it all (read all bad 
feelings) back into vivid focus' (1993 p.300). H e is warning us that 
there is something more complicated than w e thought previously. In 
Makiya's short conclusion, 'Wading through the morass of detail is 
always numbing where cruelty is concerned' (1993 p.300), the phrase, 
'the morass of detail' could be taken as the most important, key word 
construction. 
That phrase proves (as it was in my case) that the pain and fear I 
experienced in the past are now constitutional parts of m y mental life. 
They will stay forever stuck in m y memory. Passing again through the 
morass of horror, again and again going back through the bad 
memories, defragmenting them to the smallest details, is an extremely 
stressful and painful process. 
6. Personal experience 
It is also true that a person who has experienced a great amount of fear 
may become more sensitive, more conscious about the self; being alive, 
breathing, walking, talking, thinking again, is a great joy. For instance, 
once after being released from jail, the first drawing I made was a self-
portrait with m y heart exposed in m y palm. In that drawing, I was 
holding m y heart. I was looking at m y own heart thinking 'My God, it 
works still'... That was the turning point in m y life and in m y art. From 
that time, I continued drawing bodies with the inner organs made 
visible. I began adding other elements of the inner body structure such 
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as bones, muscles, veins, stratum, substratum, different layers, 
filaments, and micro-structural elements such as cells, fibres and so 
forth. Presented and depicted as a whole, the bodies I draw were more 
alive, more animated, and more vivid. 
Very soon after finding this new definition of the micro-structural 
representation of the human body in drawing, I applied the very same 
methods in printing finding even several new ways by which m y works 
could be enriched. That is all for this letter dear friend. I am still waiting 
for Your response, 
Sincerely, Emil 
Post Scriptum 
Maestro, I had to stop writing because I am very tired. Just 
remembering things from the past makes m e feel sick. I can only 
imagine how hard it was for You living in exile in France, aiming Your 
thoughts towards the unreturnable wheel of time and remembering all 
those bad years spent in Spain. 
I am looking forward to hearing from You very soon 
Once again, all the best from Emil 
El 
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HAPTER 
Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven 
image, or any likeness of any thing that is in 
heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath or 
that is in the water under the earth. 
EXODUS 
20:1 -1 
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Third letter to Francisco de Goya - dreaming Aeva 
Date: 13.December 2005. 
Ballarat, Victoria, AUSTRALIA 
All m y respects Maestro, 
I have been waiting Your response in vain. After sending my last 
letter, I thought maybe I went too far explaining things You are not 
familiar with. But last night I had a dream and I knew that the dream 
was actually Your secret message to me. There was light in that 
dream. A bright, white light; a radiance so strong, so beautiful, I had 
never seen anything like that before. And there, within the light, I saw 
her, m y daughter Aeva Sophia. She approached m e and kissed m y 
forehead. W h e n I woke up I felt and I knew that I am not 'the old one' 
any more. Her kiss changed m e forever. 
Your Art is influencing me in that way. After being kissed by Your 
Art, Maestro, nobody can stay the same. Radiation from Your Art was 
particularly strong toward Impressionism, the movement that emerged 
in the middle ofthe nineteenth century. 
I mentioned Impressionism, which is a good opportunity to remind 
You of Your style, that developed 'from the smooth handling of Your 
youth to a near Impressionistic brushwork in Your later years' 
(Encyclopaedia, 13 p.53), which had much influence on 19th century 
French painting in general as well as on some of the greatest art 
creators in the 20th century. In the first place, German Expressionists 
might be listed as the most obvious example. 
The scale of the art movements and artists influenced by Your Art is 
really huge. There are so many of them that can be used as possible 
association, but I a m going to put forward only several new 
connotations and subjects from early Expressionism where feelings of 
evil and menace have predominant roles. 
1. Socio-political circumstances 
Relying on Carey and Griffiths, the beginning of formal 
Expressionism was founded 'in Dresden (Germany) by four young 
architectural students in June 1905' (1984 p. 17). That group of young 
enthusiasts was known as 'Die Briicke' (The Bridge). It is obvious now 
that their deliberate findings about self-expression have been part of 
personal liberation from academic claims at the time. But the actual 
beginning of that art movement may be found much earlier. 
According to Barbara Tuchman, 'In 1900 Freud published The 
Interpretation of Dreams, beginning the process called the Freudian 
revolution that over the next decades was to display before man the 
dark dimensions of his soul' (1981 p.269). 
In accordance with Dietmar Elger's findings 'The events of the First 
World War had a far-reaching effect on the Expressionist movement' 
(1994 p. 13). Near to its end, the 'Wilhelmina Empire' (under the rule 
of Kaiser Wilhelm II), caused Germany to be internally divided into 
many states and regions. Despite the fact that some of those states 
were economically very strong, other parts faced not only economic 
but also political and electoral crisis. The worst was in states such as 
Saxony and Thuringia 'where a social order on a larger scale was not 
established until the creation ofthe republic in 1918' (Ldffler, 1982 
p.7). 
Underlying the importance of separation, that as a consequence led to 
nationalism and finally War, Ldffler insists that 'The division of 
Germany into many petty states was politically fatal for the nation' 
(1982 p.7), 
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2. Choosing Evil 
At the beginning ofthe crisis, almost all ofthe intellectuals as well as 
the whole of the German nation were strongly devoted to the idea of 
entering the War. It is really hard to accept that intellectuals willingly 
may decide to participate in a horrific event such as World War. W h e n 
something like that happens, many of the inner (personal) and the 
outer (environmental) influences have to be taken into account. 
Elger noted that Expressionists who glorified War 'enlisted as 
volunteers, (Beckmann, Kirchner, Heckel, Macke, Marc, Kokoschka, 
Dix) and many others were united by the common hope that they 
would gain fresh impressions for their art, believing that it would 
destroy the ancient order, which they had felt to be so oppressive, and 
that a better society would arise from its ruins' (1994, p. 13). Of course, 
very soon after experiencing the battlefield, fighting in the trenches, 
fear, death and blood, many of them changed their previous attitude to 
the War as a 'natural phenomenon'. Only a few artists, such as George 
Grosz, M a x Pechstein, Ludvig Maidner and Conrad Felixmuler, 'did 
not share the prevailing euphoria' (Elger, 1994, p. 13). 
Consequently, some of them had escaped into Dada, melding their 
previous ideas with an art group that has been defined as the most 
spontaneous, childish but also anarchic art movement that appeared 
1918-1919 at the end of the War. H o w Hugo Ball defined it was: 
'What w e call Dada is harlequinade made out of nothing, in which all 
the higher qualities are implicated' (Loffler, 1982 p.20). 
Conversely, the most stubborn of all Expressionists, Otto Dix, who 
was merely devoted to his mortar reminiscences, dark visions of 
humankind destiny and the terrible, traumatic memories about years 
spent in War that never left him, joined Dada for a while. H e was tired 
of unbearable hallucinations. H e tried to run away from his bad 
feelings rushing desperately towards humour and meaningless 
agitations against new bourgeoisies. 
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3. Inner applications 
You have to accept, dear Francisco, that some artists who lived one 
hundred years after You, shared the same suspicions, dilemmas and 
uncertainties as Y o u or me. To some of us w h o have experienced the 
worst, it is always easy to enumerate all ofthe outer provocations that 
are responsible when an artist is making a decision about where to 
place his/her ingenious activity; on the bright or on the dark side ofthe 
moon? 
What was happened in Germany during 1912-1918, has also taken 
place in a history of Yugoslavia (that country does not exist any 
more), during the crisis of 1990-2000. The 'magic formula' for fatales 
consequencias de la sangrienta querra was like this: political crisis, 
economic breakdown, religious partition, nationalism and finally, war. 
Even fifteen years later, m y current art works are pure reflection of 
those events. 
4. Antimilitarism-extensive viewpoint 
In addition, I suppose it would be a very interesting opening to a short 
discussion about a problem that could be named, 'late feelings of 
disgust and guilt'. Such feelings have been identified among 
Expressionists decades after the beginning ofthe movement. In 1973, 
when writing about M a x Ernst, Gaston Diehl emphasized that 'So 
many of those who were directly or indirectly involved in the conflict 
and suffered from its horrors are tempted, in a kind of reaction, to 
reject works that accuse and overwhelm them with their own 
responsibility. So many, too, seeking peace and quiet merely turn 
away from works which seem to them disconcerting, cruel, and full of 
anxiety and irony' (1973 p. 8). 
At the time, Otto Dix, Max Ernst, George Gross and others were 
proclaimed rebels not exclusively because of their pure antimilitarism, 
but because of the extensive political misinterpretation attached to 
their works. Years after the W a r ended, Otto Dix was accused 'of 
having yielded to a fascination of horror' (Elger, 1994 p.217). In the 
main, they stopped their socio-political engagements just a few years 
after the War. Once again, they turned their attention to the street life, 
nightclubs, prostitutes and so forth. However, because of the rough 
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themes that will stay authentic forever, their achievements and art 
works produced during the critical period 1912-1920 may be 
considered as avant-garde even now. 
Finally, my Noble Master and colleague, we have all been practising 
art in different times, but the obstacles and temptations that art puts in 
front of us are identical. I a m suffering from the same long suppressed 
visions of conflict and anarchy as You or Otto Dix or Francis Bacon. 
As artists who experienced trauma for a very long period of time, I 
accepted m y suppressed visions and the effects of these visions on m y 
art as m y o w n fate. I know now that the power of imagination, fantasy, 
intuition or hypersensitivity towards significant details are not only 
helpers in art; they m a y be taken as the biggest destroyers also. 
Stay well my friend, sincerely Yours, Emil 
M 
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©HAPTER 
3 
If any man worship the beast and his image, 
and receive his mark in his forehead, 
or in his hand, the same shall drink of 
the wine ofthe wrath of God. 
REVELATIONS 
14:9-11 
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Fourth Letter to Jose y lucientes Francisco de Goya 
Date: 23.February 2006 
Ballarat, Victoria, AUSTRALIA 
M y Great Teacher, 
All the way throughout this letter I will stay close to the problems that 
I am considering as the most vital in m y art. I am not going to 
construct only boring, ineffectual or endless visual analyses of m y 
works, but generous revelations that may help create an understanding 
of m y very own definition of the dark symbolism of scanned parts of 
the human body in m y works. 
During the time of War in my country, formerly known as Yugoslavia, 
I considered the phrase, 'generous revelations' as a bunch of bad 
feelings that are an awful mixture of death, blood and flesh, broken 
bones and human skin torn apart. 
For years, fear and the dreadful inner emptiness were everything I 
could feel and remember. In recent years, disturbing scenes of 
smashed, distorted human bodies, human remains, and exposed 
interior organs, became the central motives in m y art. Even then, when 
disintegrated bodies are used as central themes, they have to be 
understood only as tools of Symbolism that may help find the actual 
meaning of shameless killing during the War. 
Only if taken as warning or repentance, complex imagery from my art 
can find its own place under the black umbrella of a N e w Symbolism. 
Whenever possible, You also tried not to find War a psychologically 
liberating subject. O n one occasion when Your servant asked why You 
are painting barbarities that men commit, You replied 'To tell the men 
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forever that they should not be barbarian' (Schickel, 1968 p. 153). 
Relating to Your professional biography, I have found many 
supportive and implementing issues many of which are still working 
for m e and m y art. 
As a point of overlap, I would take Mario Lepore's quotation that 'You 
hated evil and injustice from the deepest depressions of Your soul, 
even while they stimulated Your imagination' (1967 p.22). So do I m y 
Master. I know h o w hard a job may be when an artist is trying to 
depict distasteful and unpleasant motives, particularly scenes that are 
stressful, nerve-racking and unbearable. It was really strange but I 
have to say that, at the time, I hated m y own art and what I was doing. 
1. Imagination 
Imagining means mental faculty forming images of external objects 
not present to the senses or fancy, creative faculty of the mind. A 
careful review m a y contribute to the matter of how w e are seeing, 
selecting and creating images. For instance, m y Master, I agree that 
the mind has the faculty to form images of external objects not present 
to the senses. But, from m y point of view, the mind also has capacities 
to form images of internal objects not present to the senses. 
Without too much knowledge about it, 'early thinkers described the 
physical process of vision correspondingly' (Arnheim, 1970 pi9). For 
example, in his Timaeus, Plato describes how light from fire flows out 
through the eyes and then goes to the soul. H e understood the process 
'as a bridge established between the observer and the observed thing, 
and over this bridge the impulses of light that emanate from the object 
travel to the eyes and thereby to the soul' (Arnheim, 1970 p. 19). 
Nowadays, knowledge about these 'bridges' between observer and the 
observed thing is greater than ever before. Consequently, there are 
many newly revealed dilemmas that artists are facing. For instance, 
Plato's final destination ofthe impulses ofthe light is the soul. As it is 
known, the soul, mind, thoughts, ideas, fantasy, feelings, memories 
and instincts belong to our inner constitution. That inner, spiritual 
structure of the human being is so big and complex as it is the world 
that surrounds us, and that is what I a m trying to emphasize in m y art. 
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In the words of Cindy Nemser, 'what is important is where w e choose 
to look and what w e choose to emphasize. W e can go backwards or 
forwards or sideways or into another realm altogether' (1995 p.256). 
2. Materialized freedom 
It may be understood that contemporary artists have the power of 
choice. Everyone is allowed to enter the World of Art for free; 
everyone can freely make the decision about the imagery used in some 
specific kind of visual art. But in the case of materialized memories 
linked with bad events things are worsened. Sometimes, m y Master, 
our mind requires the distance of time from the events that are 
disagreeable and unpleasant. W h e n the worst memories repeatedly 
affect us, there is no space for creativity. Personally, I simply could 
not escape from the mental processes that m y brain had developed for 
a certain number of years. 
'The complexity of these mental processes', says Mario Pricken in his 
quotation, 'has been clearly demonstrated by m o d e m research, such as 
that carried out by the neurologist Oliver Sachs. W e know today that 
in the human brain there axe fifty different visual centres, all of which 
work independently and autonomously. They are all connected with 
different aspects of the visual world: with colour, movement, and 
impressions of space, angles, forms, contrast and many more' (2004 
p. 18). 
The transposition of images or feelings created in the brain to the 
actual, materialized foundation is a more than complex process that 
requires not only mentioning the matter, but also very serious 
observation. Thanks to the neurologist Oliver Sachs w e know that the 
brain has the potential to control and synchronise all of those visual 
centres; it is also able to orchestrate all currently known aspects ofthe 
visual world, but the brain has no such ability or power to project all 
those impressions together, let us say, before the observer. In the 
words of Pricken 'Sachs is convinced that ultimately there is no screen 
on which all these impressions can be projected' (2004 p. 18). 
Therefore, that is the main reason w e are imagining. Our imagination 
is a substitute for what w e may call a lack of responsible senses when 
the brain is dealing with not present or not existing topics. 
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3. Shortcut to the point 
The absence of a brain-screen, on which expected images would be 
projected before us, explains why artists are so desperate. Lionello 
Puppi has determined that 'there are more things behind an image and 
its overwhelming power than our usual critical tools would lead us to 
think'(1991 p.8). 
The combination of two words, visual and art, describes images that 
may be seen, or images and visions materialized on foundations such 
as canvases, cardboards wooden boards, papers, and walls, on the 
ground or on some other materials. Altogether, w e are speaking about 
indirect projection or the implementation of images on external, 
artificial brain-screens. 
When the originator materializes fantasy together with personal 
imagery he creates a new brain-screen on which projected images are 
preserved. W e are calling those conserved, materialized brain 
projections art pieces or simply, visual art. 
4. Selective visions 
It has been said, Jose Francisco, that Your materialized brain 
projections (drawings, gouaches, prints and oil paintings), have been 'a 
source of inspiration for many artists of both the past and present 
centuries, extending from Lucas to Picasso, and including Daumier, 
Ensor, and Nonell' (Gudiol, 1941 p.51). Even m y unpretentious name 
has to be put on the list of those who have experienced drinking the 
miraculous water from Your springs. 
I have learnt from You not only how to compose, or how to manage 
the line while engraving, but something crucially important in m y 
work. I have learnt to recognise imperative elements and set them 
exactly in the way that suits m y artistic needs. I was analysing in depth 
the sketches, drawings and trial proofs You made. I have understood 
the full importance of selectiveness when the process of creation of 
m y art is in direct relation to m y visions and imagination. The proper 
selection of motives has always been the main reason for m y concerns. 
O n many occasions, the gradual enrichment of an artist's capability to 
choose the right motive has resulted from a systematic investigation. 
However, in Your case, Your 'exceptional receptive capacity enabled 
You to rapidly assimilate all that You saw, assuming attitudes, and 
visualizing concepts or principles not by intellectual means but by 
social and artistic ones' (Sanches, 1989 p. 19). 
At the time, perhaps, Your brain was bursting because of unnumbered 
images and visions that were so powerful and impressive that You did 
not know what to do, which one to choose to be the dominant motive 
of Your future artwork? 
Similarly, I am always asking myself: Which image, taken as the 
central motive, would be visually more effective and psychologically 
less harmful towards the viewers? Which one from all potential 
images could be psychologically more effective but visually less 
harmful, matching the right amount of m y personal aesthetic needs in 
the same time? 
5. Capricho or originality 
In the beginning ofthe 21st century, contemporary art practice also 
suffers from the enigmas such as identification of the authentic ideas, 
recollection of images that symbolize those ideas and presentation or 
the method of execution of images. Thorough investigations of 
collected knowledge about those topics have been done and applied in 
art theory and art practice, but some problems still persist. 
We may compare art professionals struggling with those problems, 
with young students struggling with the figure drawing. 'The struggle 
should not be with the figure, but with yourself, with your own set of 
psychological roadblocks. What is required is a detour, a tactic of 
overcoming your own defences and patterns of resistance by 
outflanking whatever constraining requirements there are' (Hogarth, 
1970p.l65). 
After all, it looks like the final decision on how to decide on an image 
or h o w to manage (to compose) scenery in fine art still depends on 
instinctive personal capacities that artists may possess. 
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Here, it is the right time to bring up Robert Beverly Hale's note that 'no 
book can take the place of study under an accomplished artist. In 
drawing and painting there are many things that can only be 
communicated by a turn of teacher's pencil or a flourish of his brush' 
(1964p.211). 
When I decided on my imagery, it was a clear, unique and original 
attempt to enter new investigative space in art and printing. Originality 
of images captured on X-ray films previously used for medical 
purposes, is fact without any doubt. Engraving directly on top of the 
exposed inner structure of the human body is also fresh, innovative 
method used in hand printing for the first time. The next letter will 
bring You more information about it. Till then, I wish You m y best, 
hoping that You will stay on m y side as usual. 
Once again all the best from Emil 
M 
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HAPTER 
Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, 
and is become the habitation of devils, 
and the hold of every foul spirit, 
and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird. 
REVELATIONS 
18:1 -5 
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The Last Letter to Master Francisco de Goya 
Date: 02.April 2006 
Ballarat, Victoria, AUSTRALIA 
M y Dear Maestro, 
For months I was unable to write. Just a few days ago, I was watching 
m y daughter drawing and her quick, energetic strokes reminded m e to 
write and send You a new letter. She is a beautiful, tiny little girl who 
gave a new meaning to m y life. Since she was b o m (it was the second 
of April, 2002), m y life has changed drastically. Thanks to her, I can 
understand the complexity of being, existing and creating, as I never 
understood before. N o w I a m approaching m y art from the other side, 
hoping that some important and positive findings are still waiting for 
me. 
But before going so far, I should remind You how curious about optics 
You were when You were young. If You can remember m y Master, 
everything began with the light. 
In fact, everything was begun much earlier, even before the 
Renaissance, when human interest about the structure of the 'self 
developed to the point of maximum curiosity. That was the moment 
when anatomy was bom. During the long period of the Inquisition's 
ruling in medieval Europe that type of work was strongly forbidden. 
As part of early medicine, anatomy developed its own code of analysis 
and observations about real shape, the position of the interior organs 
and how they interact with the skeleton, bone joints, muscles, veins, 
skin and so on. 
Artists were among those who first began experiments undertaking 
dissections of human corpses. In the words of K e m p and Wallace, 'the 
two great pioneers of what was possible in anatomical illustration, 
Leonardo da Vinchi and Andreas Vesalius, invented and perfected 
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virtually all the possible methods of depiction, until, the advent of X-
ray, scanning techniques and moving pictures' (2000, p.35). 
Reopened questions, renewed curiosity, fresh findings and better 
understanding helped medicine to achieve almost unbelievable results. 
Undoubtedly, one ofthe turning points in contemporary medicine was 
the discovery of X-rays. 
Yet, the actual reason for writing this letter is that new material named 
X-ray film. I a m using it in printing instead of traditional metal 
printing plates. Perhaps, you can hardly understand what the word 'X-
ray' means, but still, you can imagine it. 
Try to imagine, Jose Francisco, one very simple device, actually a tube 
made of glass, a darkened room and Wilhelm, a friend of mine who 
was b o m in Lennep, studied at Zurich University, held chairs 
successively at the universities of Hohenheim, Strasbourg, Giessen 
and Wurzburg. Just imagine him holding his hand in front of that 
'primitive' luminous cathode tube, expecting something to happen. 
Can you see how the image of his hand appeared on cardboard 
overspread with platino-cyanide? You can clearly see the bones and 
joints of his hand. Imagine such a miraculous view. For the first time 
in history, a picture of the interior structure of the human body was 
made. That very first, successful attempt of entering the human body 
was an actual break through to the invisible strata of living matter. 
Nature has been outwitted once again, m y dear Jose... 
1. From Wilhelm's finding to my own ideas 
In 1895, the German physicist Wilhelm Rdntgen (1845 - 1923) 
'noticed that barium platinocyanide crystals glowed brightly in the 
neighbourhood of a working cathode-ray tube. H e also noticed that 
some wrapped photographic plates left near the tube had become 
fogged' (Abbott, 1963 p.543). According to the N e w Age 
Encyclopaedia, 'he found that heavy objects interposed between the 
tube and the screen stopped the fluorescence' (1983 p.235). 
As Parham and Webber stated, 'the application of X-rays to 
photographic analysis was very quickly realized and within four days 
of the news of Rdntgen's discovery reaching America, an X-ray 
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photograph was used to locate a bullet in a patient's leg (1973 p.328). 
Even nowadays, radiographs are made 'by X-rays passing through 
parts ofthe body and to a photographic film' (Abbott, 1963 p.545). 
2. Applications of X-rays in art 
In the meantime, radiography has changed. Much stronger devices 
have been built, much higher voltage has been used and much better 
resolution of the images has been achieved. Plastic films are n o w in 
use instead of spread-over cardboard or glass. Thin plastic film, 
previously prepared with a photosensitive layer, has been found to be 
more practical. For instance, plastic sheets are water proof; they are 
more suitable to operate with and, finally, the images on them are 
more consistent. Durability is a very important issue in the case of 
keeping the records or proper evidence of a patient's injury. 
We may mention some modem techniques that include the use of 
g a m m a rays; the hard X-rays produced by radioactive atoms, many of 
which are artificially produced, e.g., the isotope of cobalt, Co60. 
Hidden fractures in metal castings or welding, defective golf balls and 
glass; all of these are revealed by routine X-ray examination, while 
fraudulent paintings alleged to be 'old masters' are detected at once by 
such an examination that has also proved its value in detecting 
alterations to genuine masterpieces. 
3. About reflection, and refraction 
As You know, Jose Lucientes, there is a commonly accepted saying 
that artists have always been interested to find out more about optical 
phenomena such as reflection and refraction or some other properties 
of light itself. 
Ancient myth tells us the story about Narcissus who saw his reflection 
in the water. H e fell in love with his own image. H e saw his 'self and 
finally he died because of his unfulfilled desire. 
That story has left many unanswered questions for coming generations 
of artists, psychologists and physicists. In fact, data on refraction and 
reflection were known to Ptolemy (Ptolemaeus Claudius II A.C.) and 
used for thousands of years before an adequate simple law of 
refraction was devised. In 1621 Willebrord Snell (1580-1626) 'found a 
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beautiful way to describe the relation of the angle of incidence (i) and 
the angle of refraction (r). The same relation was published by 
Descartes (Renatus Cartesius, 1596-1650) in 1638 in the form w e now 
use' (Physical Science Study Committee, 1965. p.224.). 
But the main question is why we are discussing the beginning of 
people's interest about the reflection ofthe light or the transparency of 
some of the materials? The answer m a y be found among many 
beautiful paintings of flowers, plants and trees reflected in water, 
perfectly depicted reflections of sunlight on crystalline vases, glasses, 
mirrors and windows. Also, under water space and its specific 
noiseless life has always been one of the greatest challenges to artists. 
For centuries, those problems have been observed by art critics as 
crucial in terms of showing artists' mastery, especially in drawing, 
painting and printing. Yet, I should not go so far describing the whole 
range of drawing or painting methods and the effects that are 
afterwards only two-dimensional imitations ofthe real, natural optical 
phenomena. The main aim of this letter is not only to describe the 
actual properties of the materials that are transparent, but also to 
employ them in printing. 
4. About the plate in general 
One of the first things to examine in printing is the plate itself. By 
definition, 'the plate is the surface that is inked so that a print may be 
taken from it' (Edmonson, 1973 p. 110). W e have already mentioned 
plates made of opaque materials commonly used in printing in the 
past. But plates made of wood, Masonite, iron, copper, zinc, 
aluminium, bronze, synthetic metals, not transparent plastics or 
linoleum, are not the main matter w e are concerned about. However, 
there are several c o m m o n properties that all materials used in printing 
until n o w possess, including X-ray films. 
Actually, they all have to be made of materials that are stiff enough to 
hold their shape and strong enough to resist the pressure of the press 
without crushing. 
5. About transparency 
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While thinking about transparency as the natural property of some 
bodies, that phenomenon m a y be taken as a less important fact in some 
other disciplines, but not in optics and art. A s part of physics, optics 
considers transparency as 'optical phenomenon that happens to some 
substances that transmit light almost perfectly' (Physical Science 
Study Committee, 1965.). The phrase 'almost perfectly' used in the 
definition above means that not all of the light is passing through the 
transparent materials. Some light is absorbed so, that the light passing 
through dims and appears somewhat coloured differently. Clear 
materials like plastics, glass or water partly transmit the light, because 
they reflect as well as 'transmit light and partly convert the light's rays 
because some of the light is absorbed' (Physical Science Study 
Committee 1965). 
After all, my dear Master, You may agree that ancient contemplators 
as well as contemporary scientists and artists (taken as the best 
observers) were always busy trying to understand what happens when 
the light penetrates through different materials and what may be found 
under the surface ofthe matter. 
As it is known, metal plates are opaque as well as many other 
materials commonly used in printing for the last few centuries. 
Because of that very important reason, artists were forced to invent, to 
develop and to apply specific techniques in the direction of 
transmitting or transposing images drawn on paper to wooden, metal 
or linoleum plates. 
6. Transposition and reversibility of the images 
Throughout professional literature about hand printing, we may find 
different suggestions on h o w to transfer drawing from paper to 
printing plate or, in the case of multicoloured printing, from printing 
plate to printing plate. Printers are still using various transparent 
papers or indigo paper while trying to relocate images from their 
drawing pads to printing plates. 
From this point, My Teacher, we may only discus the transparency of 
X-ray plastic film as its crucial property while used in printing instead 
of the traditional metal plates. However, while w e were busy 
observing reflection, refraction and transparency, it was actually a 
prelude to the practical employment of X-ray film in terms of 
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achieving better results while transposing the images from paper to 
film or from film to film. Thanks to its transparency, X-ray film allows 
artists to do almost the impossible. Extraordinarily experienced 
professionals as well as unexperienced practitioners may find 
reversing images drawn (read engraved) on X-ray film, from left to 
right or vice versa, as something surprisingly easy to execute. 
Transposing, reversing, turning upside down or overlapping imagery 
drawn or engraved on X-ray plastic film, is only the beginning of what 
the miraculous world of clarity and transparency may offer to artists. 
7. Additional investigations 
According to Edmondson, 'a plate can be made by subtractive method 
(method of substraction or taking away), addictive method (method of 
accumulation or building up), or a combination of both' (1973 p. 110). 
In fact, the biggest limitation coming from all those methods is the 
actual thickness of a plate that may cause problems during the printing 
process. It means, further, that when w e are observing traditional 
materials and their thicknesses, w e are operating with millimetres even 
centimetres, though speaking about X-ray plastic films w e have to deal 
with just a few tenths of it. B y comparing some of the natural 
properties of the traditional materials randomly used in printing, with 
the natural properties of X-ray film, a lot of differences may be 
identified. Film has shown the potential to be cut and shaped much 
more easily, glued or used in the direction of making collage-effects 
and burned or torn as if a piece of paper. O n top of that, X-ray film is 
thinner and less heavy (which means easier handling during the 
printing operation) than many ofthe conventional materials. 
N o w , m y friend and Master, w e are entering a very special artistic 
space. That is the world of imagination and practical inventions. That 
area belongs only to us, dreamers, professional printmakers and 
engravers. I a m calling it 'miraculous playground' because even in m y 
early fifties, I a m still enjoying playing in printing as a child. 
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8. Miraculous playground 
My Master, for months, even more than one year, I was busy writing 
letters, upgrading them by adding new facts and findings, telling You 
new stories and revealing m y personal and professional secrets. A s it 
always used to be, Master, the most interesting things happen in the 
end. Well, I a m going to follow that natural, habitual way by ending 
our correspondence with some of m y latest discoveries. Recently, I 
have originated probably the simplest method of making a self-portrait 
in printing. The method I developed is very simple, but beyond 
simplicity are some additional creative options for the artists. 
Everything we need to make a self-portrait in this way is a mirror, X-
ray film and tools for engraving. After placing and fixing film directly 
on a mirror, working on a self-portrait is very easy. The transparency 
of X-ray film allows the engraver to see his appearance as reflected 
from a mirror. The actual size of the portrayal is adjustable and 
depends on the distance from a mirror. Surrounding space and objects 
that are visible can be engraved together with a portrait as parts of the 
natural environment. The entire technique gives the impression, that it 
is something easy to do. But only dear God knows the path I have 
passed; only he is able to recognize the full meaning of living, 
working, thinking and feeling, in one word, existing as an artist. 
I have no space to offer extensive descriptions of all the printing 
techniques that I a m considering as m y own. During m y twenty-five 
years long professional practice, I have found and developed several 
new methods in printing. The next one, which I a m going to explain, 
originates from the mathematics area, more exactly, from its principles 
of combining. I have named this method 'crossed overlapping'. 
Actually, when printing intaglio I a m using several printing plates at 
once. The printing plates are in fact X-ray films with images already 
synchronized and engraved on them. 
The synchronization of overlapped images during the printing 
operation is quite a sensitive job but thanks to the transparency, which 
has already been explained as the natural property of X-ray films, 
adjusting even the tiniest details is easy. 
Thereafter, by printing each of the images on top of the others and 
crossing them in all sorts of ways, the number of overlapped, 
compounded but independent art motives increases. Theoretically, the 
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number of printing plates w e may use is infinite and depends on what 
the artist intends to do. Personally, I a m considering this technique as 
almost perfect, dynamic and advanced (comparing with the traditional 
intaglio), as well as one of m y biggest professional secrets. 
After all, my Master, I have to say that serious things cannot be 
explained in a few words. Because of that I cannot reveal m y other 
findings such as printing intaglio with watercolours, m y way of 
aquatinting, or how I a m using golden powder in printing. I have spent 
years experimenting, wasting time and energy and trying to define 
new or to improve old techniques in hand printing. As a printmaker 
who was experimenting in etching, You know how hard and time-
consuming is journey from the sudden, brief idea to the final result. 
You and Rembrandt Harmensz van Rijn both stand 'as models for 
artists to embrace etching as a medium with absolute integrity and 
inspired individuality' (Howard, 1998, p.8). 
Finally, my Master, the time has come to say farewell. I am going to 
finish our correspondence hoping that, now, You have got much clear 
picture about what I a m doing in printing in the beginning of 21st 
century and how I am approaching the contemporary art applying 
some findings from the past. You were so polite and patient allowing 
m e to pass the boundaries and to expose m y knowledge, thoughts and 
feelings. 
Thank You Master Francisco. Thank You and farewell. 
t^PPENDIX TO THE LAST LETTER 
Still I wonder, m y dear Jose. The whole century has passed since 
X-rays have been discovered and nobody (except me) has tried to 
use X-ray films in hand printing. For sixteen years I attended 
libraries, I checked out almost all literature available, I asked m y 
colleges and professional artists, I searched trough the Internet 
and I have found nothing. W h y are artists not so curious any 
more? 
They are not searching; they are not trying new things. Are they 
too lazy, not interested or simply tired of chasing a wild goose? 
W h e n You were younger, it was not like that. H o w many days 
and nights did You spend experimenting while working on sugar-
ground aquatint or while trying to find a better mordant solution? 
I can still remember Your fingers. At the time, they were always 
bitten and scratched, full of painful wounds and overgrown with 
blisters. But You never gave up. Very few artists nowadays are 
like You, Lucientes, very few. 
Post Scriptum 
It seems that none of them is ready to accept such a sore and 
painful price as the only reward coming from their artistic 
findings. O n the other hand what can we do, Maestro? Most 
likely, both of us can do nothing but wait. Wait to see what will 
be in the future. Until then, I hope You will stay well 
Sincerely Yours, Emil 
YA'S RESPONSE 
The following inscription has been discovered in the Archive of 
the University of Ballarat, Arts Academy, in 2006. Originally, the 
inscription was written in Spanish. The letter has been addressed 
to Emil Milos, Master by Research candidate, sent on the second 
of April 2002 and signed by sender Jose y Lucientes Francisco de 
Goya. Here is the translation of Goya's response. 
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ONCLUSION 
Understanding the psychological aspects of our being and doing means 
understanding the importance of hidden former impressions in the 
processes of critical thinking and the creation of visual art. Psychology 
became an inescapable factor or helper whenever taking into 
consideration art and artistic themes. Recalling a former impression is a 
c o m m o n phrase coming from the terminology of psychology, which 
describes the mental process linked with feelings, reminiscences, some 
actions, or the events w e have experienced in the past. In this work, 
particular interest has been shown for the terrible, unpleasant feelings 
and memories caused by poor living circumstances during the crisis and 
the time of War. The appearance ofthe negative imagery in art has been 
explained as a complex and painful procedure, or let us say, as personal, 
but also universal struggle of an artist who was searching for the 
definition of his o w n choice. 
The thesis describes the phenomenon of the difficult images in art in 
general without offering detailed, written description of any particular 
image. Such an open approach to the matter of writing is much closer to 
the written form that m a y be considered an analytical essay rather than 
historical writing or art criticism. 
Throughout the thesis it has been shown that, when used in art, our 
imagination is not only a property of our mind that can offer information 
about absent objects or the events experienced long ago, but, a highly 
articulate, unlimited 'inner universe'. 
The initial idea for the thesis was built on the basis of 'the biggest lie 
ever' or the illusion of mind that travelling through time is possible. That 
is to say, one of the biggest absurdities not only in writing like this but 
also in visual art, which is according to some theoreticians, based on the 
two-dimensional optical illusions and on the tricky fantasy. Gestalt 
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psychology essential theory is that the whole, in perception, is more than 
the sum of its parts. 'Visual perception cannot be understood simply by 
analysing the scene into its elements, because what w e see depends on 
the relations of these elements to one another' (Carlson, 1987 p. 132). 
The correspondence between two artists is fictitious, but even untrue 
letters can be made of facts and constructed as a real, serious research 
and true personal and professional experience. The entire project is 
impossible (only because of no existing recipient), but parts beneath 
contain materials worth reading and thinking about. 
The Legacy of Jose y Luciente Francisco de Goya is huge and very rich. 
It was almost impossible using that mega-informational data without 
seeking more space and time. However, one significant event, an actual 
execution, which had taken place on 3rd of M a y 1808 in Madrid, was 
the main foundation from which further ideas have been developed. The 
comparisons made between pre-war events in Spain, Germany and the 
former Yugoslavia, all of which had happen in different times, were 
given intentionally. The socio-political circumstances, which 
undoubtedly had affected artistic scenes in those countries at the time, in 
this writing were recognised as the main initiators ofthe author's artistic 
ideas. 
In the first place, the idea about fear (or fears) as the main mover in the 
process of the creation of so named negative imagery in art. Described 
from the very personal point of view and taken as something profoundly 
rooted into the author's mind, fear was understood as negative energy 
that helped positive findings to be conceived. 
Conversely, the appearance of the author's daughter Aeva Sophia has 
brought light into writing overwhelmed with the darkness ofthe past. 
Symbolically, she represents the coming generation who is giving us 
hope that not necessarily contemporary art has to be inspired by 
pessimism. 
The last letter contains technicalities or methodological and 
technological issues inbuilt into the main story of the correspondence 
between two artists. All the way through the thesis, that correspondence 
was treated as the most important, the actual vertebrae or the spine-line 
of the writing. Some of the facts, especially the technical details about 
employment of X-ray films in printing were given partially because of 
the confidential nature of the matter and the author's right to keep parts 
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of his working methods in facta. The descriptions of the printing 
methods are detailed and rich enough to expose almost all further 
investigative possibilities of some ofthe printing techniques. Everything 
else is up to the curious art practitioners. 
The lack of curiosity among modem artists has always been one of the 
greatest reasons for the author's concerns. Literally speaking, only if 
curious and persistent enough, art practitioners m a y find the golden 
mine of knowledge and success. What the thesis offered in its end as the 
biggest price for artists' struggle is the portrayal of Goya's fingers. His 
fingers, bitten, scratched and overgrown with blisters, speak about the 
great amount of energy and personal sacrifice that his art required. 
Nowadays, in the beginning of 21st century the amount of energy and 
personal sacrifice desirable in art is even greater. 
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